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Subject: Literacy  

This week in our Literacy lessons, we will be focusing on the phoneme for the lowercase and uppercase 

letters ‘u’ and ‘r’. We will be exploring words that begin with these sounds, using the jolly phonics songs 

and the read write up letter formation rhymes. The children will work in pairs to discuss things that begin 

with our new phonic sounds, before drawing our pictures. At home, you can create your own letter rhymes, 

perhaps you could make yours into a song.  

Our focus story in creative writing this week is 'The Crunching Munching Caterpillar by Sheridan Cain. Our 

virtual visit to the Butterfly House at Whipsnade Zoo has inspired our story this week. With support, we will 

use our phonic awareness to form our own sentences to write about our experience. We will be introduced 

to the names of butterflies and focus on having a go at independently spelling some high frequency words. 

At home, you can research different types of butterflies and have a go at writing your own sentences and 

include some high frequency words. 

Subject: Maths  

This week in our Maths Number lesson we will be focusing on identifying the missing number in a sequence 

to 10. The children will be exploring and participating in group activities to find the missing numbers. The 

children will be going on a missing number hunt to find the numbers and place them in the correct order. At 

home, in the garden or the park why not set up your missing number hunt and encourage your child to find 

the numbers as quickly as they can and place them in order.   

In our Maths Project lessons on capacity, we will be focusing on estimating and experimenting how many 

cups of water will be needed to fill up a bottle, a tray and a jug. The children will be supported to use the 

key words such as full, half full, empty and overflowing. At home, you can give your child different 

containers and estimate how many cups they will need to fill it up.    

Subject: Understanding the World  

In our Understanding the World lesson this week, we are learning about the life cycle of a frog. We will be 

learning about the four stages of growth in a frog's life cycle, looking closely and observing any changes 

that happen during a frog's development. The children will learn that a frog's metamorphosis occurs in 

different stages, and they will learn some of the things that make them unique, They will also talk about 

some of the similarities and differences in relation to other amphibians, such as toads, newts and 

salamanders. The children will be making their own craft frog using an egg cup for the body and green 

paint and green pipe cleaners for making the legs.  

At home, you can create your own frog life cycle spinner. Use a paper plate to create your frog and then, 

you can draw the four stages of growth and attach it with a closed pin, so you can spin it. Make sure you 

draw each stage of a frog's development with all the details we have been learning this week. 


